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WG3 overview 

Five subgroups  

๏ Extended scalar Higgs 

๏ NMSSM 

๏ MSSM 

๏ Exotic Higgs 

๏ bbH

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LHCPhysics/LHCHWG3

Mostly recycling plots and results presented during the workshop; all the credits go to the  

authors/speakers

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LHCPhysics/LHCHWG3EX
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LHCPhysics/LHCHWGNMSSM
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LHCPhysics/LHCHWGMSSMNeutral
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LHCPhysics/LHCHWGExoticDecay
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LHCPhysics/LHCHWGBBH
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Extended scalars

The group holds regular meeting, focusing among others on 

❖ Overlooked signatures 

❖ Provide cross sections for 13.6 TeV  

❖ Width and interference effects in BSM searches 

❖ Recasts 

❖ CPV, SM+Triplet models 

❖ …

ATLAS : Nikos Rompotis, Lidija Zivkovic  CMS : Mariarosaria D’Alfonso, Santeri Laurila   
Theory: Tania Roberts, Rui Santos

mailto:https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LHCPhysics/LHCHWG3EX%23Meetings
mailto:rasantos@SPAMNOTfcNOSPAMPLEASE.ul.pt
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Extended scalars

A lot already completed; and many ongoing activities a well!  

Today mostly from Tania’s talk 

However, it is impossible to present all new results! 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1276727/timetable/?view=standard#39-extended-higgs-sector-summa
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Extended scalars - Experimental results
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Extended scalars - Outlook and plans

Provide the latest theory calculations and tools to the community 

❖ Update on the 13.6 TeV xsecs 

๏ production of charged scalars  i.e. p p → H+ t¯ b production split in three 
mass ranges 

๏ neutral scalars : Urgently need from WG1 (SM-like scalars)  

❖ Joint activities and cross-talk with other WGs 

๏ WG2/WG3 cross-talk : CP violation and Higgs sector (study CPV w. 
extended sectors) - Tania’s talk on Wed 

❖ Investigate in more detail width, interference, ... 

❖ Propagate further insights of the LHC Reinterpretation Forum

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1276727/contributions/5643726/attachments/2750676/4791265/wg2wg3.pdf
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MSSM

ATLAS : Tim Barklow  CMS :  Afiq Anuar  
Theory: Michael Spira, Emanuele Bagnaschi

Mostly taken from Emanuele’s talk

✓ Identify interesting and relevant theoretical aspects important for experiments 

✓ Provide benchmark scenarios to be used by experimental collaboration 

✓ Discuss and promote possible future developments on probing the MSSM Higgs sector 
at the LHC

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1276727/timetable/?view=standard#37-mssm-working-group-summary
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MSSM - Summary of activities

“Benchmark Scenarios for MSSM Higgs-Boson Searches at the LHC” for 
8/13/14 TeV XS in 6 (mh125) + 6 scenarios - last fixed version  Sept/2023

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2791954/
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MSSM - Cross sections @ 13.6 TeV

❖ No problems for ggF  

❖ New xsecs w. PDF4LHC21 (nice example of cross-
groups synergy!) 

๏ Should we consider also additional PDFs? If 
yes: which? and should we also do it for 8 TeV? 

๏ For bbφ, rescale the xsecs provided by the 
bbH (1508.03288, 1605.01733) 

๏ For ttφ, rescale the xsecs provided by the ttH 

๏ for vφ, rescale the numbers by VH group 

๏ Synergy with extHiggs sector (charged higgs) 

❖ Still, some caveats (like smoothing out the 
thresholds between different predictions) are 
currently been worked out

More on Emanuele’s talk

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1276727/timetable/?view=standard#31-charged-higgs-cross-section
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MSSM - Overview and plans

For A/H to SUSY states: 

❖ Some scenarios have sizeable BR to SUSY states.  

❖ The plan is provide separate ROOT files with the 
different channels saved separately 

❖ On going discussions with experimental community

From theory side : 

❖ Neutral Higgs : extension of ∆b resummation to Ab 
terms and EWK g. couplings 

❖ Charged Higgs: extension of Δt resummation  

❖ gg➙ A :  complete SUSY-QCD calculation 

๏ Full details on M. Spira’s talk

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1276727/timetable/?view=standard#72-new-developments-in-mssm-hi
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NMSSM

ATLAS : Nikos Rompotis  CMS : Daniel Winterbottom  
Theory: Ulrich Ellwanger, Maggie Muhlleitner, Nausheen Shah

Mostly taken from Daniel’s talk

✓ Initially, the group focused towards light pseudo-scalar searches e.g hSM→aa 

✓ However, over the last few years interest has shifted towards cascade-like signatures and 
multi-Higgs final states e.g H→hs hSM / A→ashSM - (commonly referred to as X→Yh )

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1276727/timetable/?view=standard#38-nmssm-working-group-summary
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NMSSM - Benchmarks

❖ In general, NMSSM benchmarking is not possible due to many free parameters 

❖ However, the group produces maximum allowed * BR for specific signatures 

๏ By tuning the parameters within allowed ranges allowed to maximise xsec 

๏ Constraints taken into account, like mass and couplings of H125, BSM searches 
at LHC and other experimental constraints (LEP, B-physics etc. 

๏ More details in arxiv:2203.05049

xsec

Analyses check if observed limits extend below max-allowed XSs
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NMSSM - Experimental Results

Two new results: 

ATLAS: X➙ Yh➙ VVττ  

CMS: hSM ➙ aa ➙ bbττ/bbμμ  

Dedicated talks on Wed morning 1, 2 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1276727/timetable/?view=standard#b-526532-wg3-bsm-higgs-paralle
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1276727/timetable/?view=standard#b-526533-wg3-bsm-higgs-paralle
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NMSSM - Theory

New results implemented in NMSSMCALC 5.2
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NMSSM - Outlook and plans

❖ Provide theory predictions in the form of maximally * BR˝

๏ Valuable for experiments to compare results vs the most optimistic scenarios 

❖ Newest 2-loop corrections to the 𝝆 parameter and MW are now available  

❖ Strong interplay between theory and experiments: 

๏ Still, some areas of improvement have been identified, (ie properly citing relevant 
work) 

๏ Several active discussions how to get a clearer version of benchmarks accounting 
for experimental limits 

❖ Need to coordinate efforts if more cross-sections for more mass-points are needed 

๏ Not always trivial to produce 

๏ Finer grids?

xsec
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Exotic Higgs decays

ATLAS : Verena Martinez   
CMS:  Alexis Kalogeropoulos  
LHCb: Carlos Vazquez Sierra  
Theory: Andrea Thamm, Brian Shuve

✓ Inform, aggregate, and make recommendations for H125 decays to BSM states 

✓ Uncovered signatures / suppressed modes

Mostly taken from Carlo’s talk

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1276727/timetable/?view=standard#40-exotic-higgs-decays-summary
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Exotic Higgs decays - Experimental results

Associated production w. top quark

CMS:2311.00130

ATLAS:2304.12247
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Exotic Higgs decays - Results

Although still many unexplored channels, we had a decent number of new results : 

✓ Exclusive Higgs decays into γ{ω/K*} [ATLAS:PLB 847 (2023) 138292] 

✓ Search for a new Z’ gauge boson in 4μ decays [ATLAS:JHEP 07 (2023) 90] 

✓ Dark showers using data scouting [2303.04167] 

✓ Trigger-level track reconstruction for exotic signatures [2211.05720] 

✓ Exotic Higgs decays in VBF + γ [2306.01901] 

✓ Higgs coupling deviations [2202.01228] 

✓ Associated production w. top quark (ATLAS:2304.12247, CMS:2311.00130) 

✓ Search for h➙aa➙ 2μ2b/2b2τ CMS:http://cds.cern.ch/record/2853298 (Pallabi on Wed) 

✓ Search for h➙aa➙ 4γ ATLAS:http://cds.cern.ch/record/2867933 (Peter on Wed)

http://cds.cern.ch/record/2853298
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1276727/timetable/?view=standard#36-search-for-hrightarrow-aa-r
http://cds.cern.ch/record/2867933
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1276727/timetable/?view=standard#59-search-for-hrightarrow-aari
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Exotic Higgs decays - Overview and plans

❖ Identify still uncovered and challenging signatures 

๏ Benchmarks for ALPs to γ/g decays, and for semi-visible decays (ff+MET)  

๏ Reinterpretation of prompt decays to LLP scenarios  

๏ Higgs to invisible 

๏ … 

❖ Ramp up activities: more regular meetings, review of current status etc Run3 etc 

❖ Always relevant : 

๏ Suggest common benchmarks for searches 

๏ Identify synergies with other sub-working groups and with other working groups, 
e.g. LLPC LLPs WG and DM WG.
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(b)bH

ATLAS : Tim Barlow 
CMS:  Chayanit Asawatangtrakuldee  
Theory: Michael Spira, Marius Wiesemann

✓ Provide inclusive and exclusive cross-sections for bbh production and Monte-Carlo 
generation tools.  

✓ The cross-section calculation in BSM is the shared responsibility with WG3/MSSM

Not a dedicated talk this time 

Material comes from M.Zaro, M.Spira, M.Wiesemann and Javier’s talk

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LHCPhysics/BSM
http://provide%20inclusive%20and%20exclusive%20cross-sections%20for%20bbh%20production%20and%20Monte-Carlo%20generation%20tools.%20The%20cross-section%20calculation%20in%20BSM%20is%20the%20shared%20responsibility%20with%20WG3/MSSM
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Associated bbH production
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(b)bH : NLO+PS study on bbH for HH

bbH can have a strong impact on HH production 

HH comes a very small xsec ➙ we need to 
control very well the bkg (including uncert)

More details on Javier’s talk

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1276727/contributions/5643195/attachments/2751551/4789601/bbH_background_mazzitelli.pdf
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Summary

❖ All WG3 sub-groups have a quite packed list of ongoing/to-do/wish list 

๏ Some have or may get higher priority than others (like providing 13.6 TeV xsecs) 

❖ We can always improve the experiment–theory interactions and cross-talks 

❖ Identify uncovered and interesting scenarios that can already be looked at with Run2 
data, as it will take some time to benefit from Run3 - what are we missing? 

๏ What about employing also new tools, like taggers, ParticleNet etc? 

❖ Some groups are thinking about creating some document that can be used as a 
reference (YR…?)


